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Consider a Hamiltonian system (H,R2n,w). Let M be a symplectic submanifold of (R2n,w). The system 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1 

In this paper we develop a theory for normalizing constrained Hamiltonian systems. We make use of 
some ideas of Moser (6) concerning constrained Hamiltonian systems (see also [2]). The idea of con
strained normalization is the following. Consider a Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian function H 
on (R2n,w), where c.> is the standard symplectic form. Denote such a system by (H,R2n,c.>). For a 
symplectic submanifold M cR2n define the constrained system corresponding to (H, R2n ,c.>) by 
(H!M,M,wl.M). Here IM means restriction to M. We give a normalization algorithm for the system 
(H,R2n,c.>) which on M restricts to a normalization of the constrained system. The advantage is that 
the necessary computations are performed in the ambient space R2n, where they are easier to do. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the second section we give the facts about constrained Hamil
tonian systems needed for the development of the constrained normalization algorithm in section 
three. In the fourth section we introduce the Kepler system on R2n. As is well known (see [5]) the 
Kepler system, after regularization , can be considered as a system on R2n +2 constrained to r+ sn, 
the cotangent bundle to the n-sphere minus its zero section. The same techniques enable us to con
sider perturbed Kepler systems as constrained systems, as is shown in section five. The facts proved in 
section four show that we may apply the constrained normalization algorithm to perturbed Keplerian 
systems. We illustrate this with two examples: (i) the lunar problem (section six), and (ii) the main 
problem of artificial satellite theory (section seven). The treatment of the main problem takes as its 
starting point the results of Deprit [3] concerning the elimination of the parallax. The normalization 
up to second order of the lunar problem provides a straightforward alternative for the quite different 
approach of Kummer [4]. 
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2. CONSTRAINED HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS 
n 

Consider R2n with coordinates (xi. ... ,xn,Yl>···•Yn) and standard symplectic form w(x,y)= ~dx;/\dy;. 
i=l 

For m<n let Fi. ... ,F2mEC00 (R2n) be such that dFi. ... ,dF2m are independent on 
M={(x,y)ER2n I F 1(x,y)=F2(x,y)= · · · =F2m(x,y)=O}, that is, M is a smoothly--etfibedded sub
manifold of R2n. Furthermore suppose that the matrix C=(cij)=({F;,Fj}) is nonsingular at every 
point of M. Then M is a symplectic manifold with symplectic form wlM, the restriction of the sym
plectic form w to M. 

For H EC00 (R2n) the restriction of the Hamiltonian vector field X9 to M need not be tangential to 
M. However we can construct a vector field tangential to M by considering Xn 1M on (M,wlM), 
where HIM is the restriction of H to M. We call X9 JM the constrained Hamiltonian vector field 
corresponding to H. Another way to describe the constrained vector field is that X9 IM is the image of 
the projection of X9 on TM with respect to the splitting of TR 2n into TM and its w-orthogonal com-
plement. . 

Let g be the ideal of C 00 (R2n) generated by Fi. ... ,F2m, that is, g is the ideal of functions vanishing 
on M. Furthermore let L9 denote the derivative defined by L9 ={.,H}, where {.,.} is the Poisson 
bracket on R2n with respect to the symplectic form w. 

LEMMA 1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Xn1M=Xn on M. 
(ii) {H,F1}Eg,for j = l, ... ,2m. 
(iii) (expLH)(~Cg. 
(iv) Mis an invariant manifold of XH. 
(v) X8 is tangent to Mat each point of M. 

PROOF. The proof is easy and left to the reader. D 

Let HEC 00 (R2n). When X9 is not tangent to M we can construct a function H such that 
HIM= H IM, Xu is tangent to M, and Xu IM = X8 IM. The construction of H is given in LEMMA 2. 
Note that H need not be a smooth function on all of R2n. In fact H is first constructed on M and 
then extended to some open neighborhood of Min R2n. Let c- 1 =(cij) be the inverse of the matrix 
c. 

2m 2m 

LEMMA 2. IfH=H+ ~a;F;, with a;= ~cij{H,F1 }, then XHIM=Xu on M. 
i=l j=I 

2m 
PROOF. In order for Xu to be tangential to M we must have O={H,Fj}={H,Fj}- ~a;{Fj,F;} 

i=l 
on M for j= l, ... ,2m. This holds for a; as given in the statement of the lemma. By LEMMA I we have 
Xu=Xu1M· BecauseHJM=HIMwehaveX8 =X8 1M onM. D 

The Poisson bracket {.,.}Mon (M,wlM) can be computed in terms of the Poisson bracket on R2
n 

by the following 

2m 
LEMMA 3. {H IM,G IM}M={H,G}- ~ {H,F;}cij{Fj,G} on M, where the right hand side is calcu-

i,j=I 
fated for any smooth extension of HIM and GIM to an open neighborhood of M in R2n. 

PROOF. (see [2]). {HI M,G I M}M =(w I M)(XH IM,XG IM)=(w I M)(XHIM•XGJM)= 
=w(X8 ,XG)={H,G} on M. Computing {H,G}, omitting terms in g, proves the lemma. D 



As a direct consequence of LEMMA 3 we have, 

LEMMA 4. If XHIM=XH on M then {H jM,G jM}M ={H,G} on Mfor all GEC 00 (1R2n). 

2m 

PROOF. If XHJM=XH then {H,F;}eHor all i= 1, ... ,2m. Consequently ~ {H,Fj}cij{Fp-G} 
i,j=I 

vanishes on M. In other words { H IM, G I M}M = { H, G} IM. 0 

3. CONSTRAINED NORMALIZATION 
Consider a Hamiltonian system on IR2

n with Hamiltonian function 

H( :IR2n ~IR ;(x,y )~H 0(x,y) +dl(x,y, t:) 

which satisfies the following conditions: 
(Cl) H 0 eC00 (1R2n) and XH

0 
has on1y periodic orbits. 

3 

(C2) The flow of XH
0 

leaves invariant a symplectic manifold M (;;;IR2n, where Mis defined as in§ 2. 
(C3) iI E6Jwhere 6J is the algebra of formal power series in t: with coefficients in C 00 (1R2n). 

Following Cushman [l] we can transform H( into normal form with respect to H 0 by invertible w
symplectic formal power series transformations. That is, there exists a transformation of the form 
expLR,RE6J, such that for X=H( 0 expLR we have {%,,,H0}=0 for every me!\!, where%,, is the 
coefficient of f!'I in X. We say that X is a normal form for H( with respect to H 0• As a consequence 
of LEMMA 4 we have, 

THEOREM 5. If H( is in normal form up to order k with respect to H 0 ,then H( IM is in normal form up 
to order k with respect to Ho I M. 

PROOF . If H(=H0 +t:H1 +~H2 + · · · is in normal form up to order k then {H0 ,Ht}=O for 
O<l..;;;,k. Because H( IM=H0 IM+t:H 1 IM+··· by LEMMA 4 {Ho jM,HtlM}=O for 0<1..;;;,k on 
M. 0 

A normal form for H( is obtained by transformations of the form expLR,R E'i In general these 
transformations do not restrict to transformations of Minto itself. We will show that one can modify 
the transformations expLR in such a way that they restrict to transformations of M into M, and such 
that the restriction of the transformed power series to M gives a normal form for H( I M. This pro
cedure is called constrained normalization or normalization modulo g. Note that, because we will make 
use of the construction of LEMMA 2 , the procedure of constrained normalization is performed on 
some open neighborhood of M in IR 2

n. 

DEFINITION 6. H( 0 expLR,RE6J, is in normal form up to order k with respect to H 0 modulo the ideal g if 
(NI) {R,Fj}Egfor allj=l, ... ,2m. 
(N2) All terms in H( 0 expLR of order..;;;, k are in (kerLH

0
)+g. 

Here M and g are as defined in § 2. 

We will now perform the first step in the constrained normalization of H(. Write 
H(=H0 +t:H1 +O(~). Following [l] we have 

C 00 (1R 2n)=kerLH
0 

fJJimLH
0 

(1) 

because H 0 satisfies ( C I). This splitting is obtained by averaging over the flow cp~0 of XH
0

• In more 
detail, for FeC00 (1R2n) we have F=F+(F-F}, where FekerLH

0 
is the average of F over the flow of 

XH
0

, that is, 
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F(p)=-1- (T(p) (q,80 )* F(p)dt 
T(p)lo 1 

• 
(2) 

Here T(p) is the period of the integral curve of X80 through p and (q,~0 )* F(p)=F(q,~0p). Thus 
- A - A - 2n 

H 1 =H1 +Hi. with H 1 EkerL80 , and H 1 =H1 -Hi EimL80 • Now choose R 1 EC 00 (R ) such that 
A - A - ---r; 

L80 R 1 =H1. Then H• 0 expL£R, =Ho+£H1 +ili1 +£LR,Ho+0(£2)=Ho+£H1 +0(£2). Consequently 

H• 0 expL£R, is in normal form with respect to H 0 to first order. The generating function R 1 for the 

transformation expL.R, can be obtained from the following 

LEMMA 7. [l]. Let FEC00 (R2n). If F=O, then L80 R =Fis solved by 

1 (T(p) Ho * 
R(p)= T(p) lo (t('/>1 ) F)(p)dt. (3) 

The above is the usual procedure for normalization of H• on R2n. However, expL£R, will in gen

eral not be a transformation leaving M invariant. Therefore we consider expL.R, where R1 is defined 

as in LEMMA 2. By LEMMA 1, expL.R, leaves M invariant. We have 

H•0 expL,R, =Ho+ili1 +£LR,Ho+0(£2), 
2m 2m _ 2m 

where LR,Ho={Ho,Ri}+{Ho, LaiFi}, with ai= LcU{Ri..Fj}. Write J={Ho, La;Fi}· Because 
i=l }=I i=I 

2m A - A 

LaiFiEg, by LEMMA 1, /Eg too. Thus {Ho,Ri}=-H1 +I, /Eg. Writing H1 =(H1 +I)+(H1 -I) 
i=l 
we have 

H• 0 expL.R, =Ho+£(H1 +1)+0(£2), 

where H 1 +I E(kerL80 )+g. Thus H' 0 expL,R, is in normal form modulo g up to order one. By repeat

ing the above argument we can bring H' into normal form modulo g up to arbitrary order. 

THEOREM 8. Suppose H' satisfies conditions (Cl), (C2), and (C3), then for each k El'\l,k >0, there exists 
an R E1f such that H' 0 expLR is in normal form with respect to H 0 modulo g. 

REMARKS. Note that R is defined on some open neighborhood of M in R2n. The fact that w is 
chosen to be the standard symplectic form on R2

n is not really necessary. In fact w can be any sym
plectic form. The above normalization procedure still works if one · takes the Poisson bracket 
corresponding to the chosen symplectic form 

In some cases the function I E g in the constrained normalization construction takes a special form. 
This is shown in the following theorem. 

THEOREM 9. Suppose that the manifold Mis defined by Fi(x,y)= F2 (x,y)=O. Furthermore suppose that 

{H,Fi}=aiF1 +/3iF2, i=J,2, where ai and /Ji are constants. Then for every GEC00 (R2n) we have 
{H,G}=E, where E={H,G}. 

PROOF • Using LEMMA 2 we have 

{H,G}={H,G}+ {H,F1}{F2,G} + {H,{F2,G}}F1 {H,{Fi.F2}}{F2,G}F1 + 
{Fi.F2} {Fi.F2} {F1>F2}2 

+ {H,F2}{F1>G} + {H, {Fi.G} }F2 {H, {F2,Fi} }{F1>G}F2 
{F2,Fi} {F2,Fi} {F2,Fi}2 



={H,G}+ {Fi~Fi} [(H,F1}{Fi,G}-(H,Fi}{F1>G}+((H,Fi},G}F1 + 

+((G,H},Fi}F1 -{{H,F1 },G}Fi -{{G,H},F1 }Fi-{(H,F1 },Fi}(G-G)-
.~ 

5 

By hypothesis we may write (H,Fd=a;F1 +/3;Fi, i =1,2, where a;,/3; are constants. Substitution 
then gives 

If H 0 and M satisfy the hypothesis of THEOREM 9 we may slightly adjust our normalization modulo 
~ to obtain a somewhat nicer normal form. We again will perform the normalization process up to 
first order. Instead of H£=H0 +f.H1 +O{~) we consider H 0 +f.H1 +O(~). By J,..EMMA 1 {iii) this will 
not change the ~estriction to M of the no!1flalized function. Now if LR, H 0 = - H 1, then by THEOREM 

9, LR, H 0 = - H1• Because H1 = H1 + H1 the constrained normal form up to first order is 
Ho+f.H1 +O{~). Applying the same procedure up to order k gives a normal form which can be 

written as Hf=H0 +f.H1 +~Hi+ ... +t'Hk+O(tc+1), where H1EkerLH
0

, O<l~k. 

4. THE KEPLER SYSTEM AS A CONSTRAINED OSCILLATOR 

Consider the Kepler system (K0 ,M,win IM), where M=(Rn -{O})XRn, 

Ko(g,11)= ~ l11li--m-, (4) 

n 
and win= "}:, dg;/\d11; is the standard symplectic form on R2

n. Here 1-1 is the norm associated to the 
i=I 

Euclidean inner product < .,. >. 
In this section we will show how constraining the oscillator system (H 0 ,N, win +i IN) to 

(T+ S\win +i I r+ sn) gives the Kepler system on the punctured cotangent bundle 

r+ sn=((q,p)ERin+i I lq li=l ,<q,p>=O ,p*O}. 

of sn. Here the Hamiltonian of the oscillator is 

Ho(q,p)=(I q Ii IP I i-<q,p >i)~ ' 

and the phase space is 

N=Rin+i_Cin+i, 

where Cin+i=((q,p)ERin+i I lq 12IP1i=<q,p>i}. 

(5) 

(6) 

Converting (K0 ,M, win IM) into (H 0 ,N, Win +i IN) is based upon the regularization given in Moser 
[5]. The regularization of the Kepler system consists of a pre-regularization followed by a symplectic 
map. We start with the pre-regularization. 

The pre-regularized Kepler Hamiltonian is given by 

Ko=ill(Ko+'l2ki)+l!:..=-
1 

lgl(l11li+ki) (7) k k 2k . 
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On the energy surface K 0 =1j; = L (which corresponds A to the level set K 0 = - 1h.ki) the Hamiltonian 

vector field of the pre-regularized Kepler Hamiltonian K 0 is given by 

d~ = aKo = [_!_l~I aKo +(Ko+Viki).l_fill =_!_l~Ko . 
ds all Ko= - 'hk

2 k all all k K0 = - 'hk
2 k all 

!!!L= - aKo I =-_!_ ~ aKo 
ds a~ Ko=-'hk' k I I a~ · 

In other words on K 0 = L, Xi
0 

is just the Kepler vector field XK
0 

d~ _ aKo _ 
Tt-a;;--ll · 
!!!J.. _ _ aKo __ _l!:J_ 
dt - a~ - I ~ 13 , 

.. al. bds k 
m a new time sc e s given y dt =!IT. 

Let r+ s~p = {(q,p)ET+ sn I q=F(O, ... ,O, l)}. Following Moser [5] the system (Ko,M,win IM) is 

symplectically diffeomorphic to the system (G0 ,T+ s~p,win+i I r+ s~p), where 

Go(q,p) = IP I , 
The desired diffeomorphism m :T+ S~P~M is given by 

l kq; 
~;=--k(p;(l-qn+1)+q;pn+1), ll;= l- , i=l, ... ,n. 

qn+I 

We call m Moser's regularization map. The inverse map m - I :M ~ T+ S~P is given by 

_2 1 I 
1
i -1 _ 1 I 

1
i -1 1 I 

1
i 

q;-k (kl ll +l) lli, qn+1-(kl ll +l) (kl ll -1), 

_ 2 1 I 
1

2 /:. 1 /:. · _ ._ 
p;- -k (kl ll + l)co;+k <ll,co>ll;, Pn +I - -<ll,~> ,1 -1, ... ,n. 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

Since Go does not depend on q it extends to a smooth function Go on (T+ sn ,Win +i I r+ sn), which 
is the Hamiltonian for the geodesic vector field on T+ sn. Note that the set 
B=T+sn-T+S~p={(O, .. ,O,l,pi. .. ,pn)E~in+ilP=(pi. .. ,pn)=FO} corresponds to collisions in the 
Kepler system. Bis called the collision set. The system (G0 , T+ sn ,win +i IT+ sn) is called the regular
ized Kepler system. In the regularized Kepler system a collision orbit can be treated like any other 
orbit. 

Next we show that the system (Go,T+ sn,w2n+i IT+ sn) can be considered as a constrained oscilla
tor. On the symplectic manifold (N, win +i IN), where N is given by (6), consider the Hamiltonian 
Ho(q,p) given by (5). Since 

lq Ii IP l2 -<q,p>2 = ~ (q;pj-qjp;)2, (13) 
l<;;;i<j<;;;n+I 

H 0 is defined and is a smooth positive function on N. Since Cin +in T+ sn = 0 , H 0 restricted to 
r+ sn is defined and H 0 I r+ sn =Go. 

LEMMA 10. (T+ sn ,Win +i I r+ sn) is a symplectic submanifold of (N, W2n +i IN). 

PROOF. Let 

F1(q,p)= lq 12 -1, Fi(q,p)=<q,p>. (14) 
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The matrix C =({F;,.fj}), i,j = 1,2, is nonsingular on N because {F1,F2}(q,p)=2(F1(q,p)+ l)= 
=21q 12>0. D 

Consequently (G0 ,T+ sn,w2n+2 I r+ sn) is the constrained system on r+ sn corresponding to 
(H0 ,N,w2n+2 IN). ______-

LEMMA 11. r+ sn is an invariant manifold for Xn.· 

PROOF. As is easily checked {H0,Fi}=O and {H0,F2}=0, which, using LEMMA l, 
completes the proof. D 

We can write down the Hamiltonian vector field on (N,w2n+2 IN) corresponding to H 0(q,p). Expli
citly, we have 

_ 2 [-<q,p>In+1 
Xn.(q,p)- Ho(q,p) - Ip l2In+1 

I q I 2 In+ I l r q] = A (q,p) r q] 
<q,p >In +I lft lft (15) 

where In +I is the (n + l)X(n + 1) identity matrix. From the proof of LEMMA 11 it follows that I q 12 

and <q,p > are integrals of Xn
0

• Since H'ij is also an integral, IP 12 is an integral of Xn
0

• Conse
quently the matrix A (q,p) is constant along the orbits of Xn

0
, that is, ~e flow of Xn

0 
is a linear flow. 

For convenience let H 0(q,p)=h, lq 12=a, IP 12=b, <q,p>=d, where h 2=ab-d2>0, then the 
flow q,:'°0 of Xn

0 
is given by the matrix 

(cos2t)I 2n +2 + ~ (sin2t)A 

which is equal to 

(-: sin2t +cos2t)In +I 

(- ~ sin2t)In + 1 

Consequently, 

( ~ sin2t)In + 1 

{ : sin2t + cos2t )In + 1 

LEMMA 12. On (N, w2n +2 1 N) the flow of Xn
0 

is periodic, all integral curves having period 'IT. 

(16) 

Recall that the vector space C 00 (R2
n +2) of smooth functions on (R2

n +2 ,w2n +2) is a Lie algebra 
under Poisson bracket. A straight forward calculation shows that the smooth functions ~ I q 12 , 

~ IP 12 , <q,p > span a Lie subalgebra e of (C00 (R2n +2),{.,. }), which is isomorphic to sl2(R). As is 

easily checked, every smooth function of the quadratic polynomials 

Sij=q;pj-qjp;, l:i;;;;i<J:i;;;;n +l, (17) 

lies in the centralizer of e. Consequently every smooth function in the quadratic polynomials Sij com
mutes with every smooth function on e. Thus we have proved 

LEMMA 13. sij IN ' 1 :i;;;;i <J:i;;;;n +I, are integrals of Xn.· 

By LEMMA 4 and LEMMA 10 it follows that the sij I r+ sn are integrals of Xa. on r+ sn. In fact the 
Sij I r+ sn are the components of an SO(n + l,R) momentum mapping arising from the linear action 
of SO(n + l,R) on Rn +I restricted to sn (see [l]). Using (12) a short calculation shows that 

(18) 
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correspond to the components of an SO(n,H) momentum mapping for the Kepler Hamiltonian K 0 . 

Since K 0 is invariant under the SO(n,H)-action, the Jij correspond to the integrals of XK.· The func

tions 

(19) 

on the L-level set of H 0 correspond to the components of the Laplace vector, which are also integrals 

for XKo· 
Finally we will determine the orbits of the regularized Kepler system (G0 ,T+ sn,win+i I r+ sn) 

which correspond to collision orbits of the Kepler system (K0 ,M,win JM). These are the orbits which 

pass through the collision set B = {(0, .. ,0, l,p I •··•Pn,O)EHin +i I (p1'···Pnh60}. Let q =(q1> .. ,qn) and 
p =(p 1'··•Pn) be the n-vectors consisting of the first n components of the vectors q and p respectively. 

Define G(q,p)= lq Ii IP li-<q,p>i and Cin={(q,p)EHin+i I G(q,p)=O}. Because G(q,p)= 

~ (q;pj-qjp;)2 ' G I r+ sn is an integral of xG.· Consequently Cin n r+ sn is a union of 
t.;;,i<j.;;,n 

orbits of XG
0

• 

LEMMA 14. Cin n r+ sn is the set of all integral curves ofXG. passing through B. 

PROOF. We have to show that {</>~0 (B),O~t<'1T}=Cin n T+ sn. ].et w denote the n-v~tor obtained 
by taking the first n components of wEHn +t. Consider the point (0, 1,p,O)EB. Then <j>~0 (0, l,p,O)= 

=( ~\ sin2t, ... , ~I sin2t,cos2t,p 1cos2t, ... ,pncos2t, - Ip I sin2t). It is now easy to check that 

</>~0 (0, l,p,O)ECin n T+ sn. 
Fi~ally we will show that each point in C in n r+ sn is the image of </>~0 of some point in B. Note 

that G(q,p)=O is equivalent to at least one of the following three conditions: (i)p=O, (ii) q=O, (iii) 

q =Aft , AER)4=0. 

(i) Suppose (u,v)ECin n r+ sn 'u=O. From I u 1i=Iu1i+u~+I=1 we obtain Un+I =+l, and from 

<u,v>=O we obtain vn+ 1=0. Consequently (u,v)={O,+l,v,O). We have {O,l,v,O)EB and 
- - H - -(0, -1,v,O)=</>.,,. 0 (0, l,v,O). 

(ii) Suppose (u,v)ECinnT+ sn' v=O Because (u,v)ET+ sn we must have Vn+l*o. Consequently 

Un+I =O because of <u,v>=O. Thus we have (u,v)=(u,0,0,vn+I)· If Vn+i>O then 
- H - _C-- _C--

(u,0,0,vn+l)=</>_;_:(0,1,u1 vvn+l , ... ,Un vvn+1,0), and if Vn+I <0 
4 

then (u,O,O,vn+i)= 

=<1>~:{0, l,u1 v'-vn+I, ... ,Un v'-vn+I ,0). 
4 

(iii) Suppose (u,v)ECinnT+sn, u=Xv. From luli=iuii+u~+1=Xilvli+u~+1=l we have 

1-u~+ 1 
X i = . If we choose t 0 such that Un + 1 = cos2t 0 ( this can always be done because I u I i = 1 

Iv 1 i 

thus Un + 1 .;;;; I, there are two choices depending on the sign of X) then (Xv, Un + 1, v, ~ Un + 1) = 
H - V 

=<j>,
0
°(0,1,--,0). D 

Un+I 

-
Since G is an integral of XH

0 
, V=N -Cin with symplectic form win +i I Vis an invariant symplec-

tic manifold for XH •. From LEMMA 12 it follows that all the integral curves of XH. I V are periodic 

with period 'lT. Constraining the system (Ho, V, Win +i IV) to T+ sn = r+ sn -(Cin n r+ sn) gives the 
system (Go, T+ sn ,win +i IT+ Sn) whose integral curves, when projected on sn, are geodesics which do 
not pass through the pole (0, ... , 0, 1 ). 
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5. NORMALIZATION OF PERTURBED KEPLER SYSTEMS 

Consider a perturbed Keplerian system on (M=(Rn -{O})XR\Win IM) with Hamiltonian given by 

K((~,11)=Ko(~,1J)+£K1(~,1J,t), (20) 

where K 0 is the Kepler Hamiltonian given by (1), and K 1 E§; that is, K 1 is a formal power series in£ 
with coefficients which are smooth on M. K( is said to be in normal form if {K0,Ki}=G:ln this sec
tion we will show how the formal Hamiltonian (20) can be transformed into normal form using the 
theory of constrained normalization developed in section 3. Towards this end we first have to describe 
(KE ,M, w2n IM) as a constrained system. We do this by following the regularization process for the 
Kepler system of§ 4. We start by applying the pre-regularization to KE. This gives 

A A A 

~(~,11)=Ko(~,1J)+£K1(~,1J,t), (21) 

where K0 is the function given by (13), and K1 = l!I K" with K 1 as in (20). Next apply Moser's reg

ularization map m to KE to obtain a system (G\T+ s::1,,"'2n+2 I r+ s~p) with 
A A A 

GE(q,p)=Go(q,p)+tG1(q,p,t), (22) 
A 

where G0 is given by (10). A 

Now we have to distinguish two cases: (i) GE can be extended to a power series with smooth 
coefficients on r+ sn. (ii) GE can not be extended to such a power series. 

We are in case (i) when K 1 is at most linear in the coordinates 1J. This follows easily from the fact 

that under m - I, I ~I turns into ! IP I (I - qn + i) while 1J turns into 
1 

_ kq . It is now clear that 
A qn +I A 

under this hypothesis G 1 can be extended to a smooth function on all of r+ sn. Extending G0 to 
r+ sn gives us the system on (T+ sn ,w2n +2 1 r+ sn) with Hamiltonian 

A 

Gt(q,p)=Go(q,p)+tG1(q,p,t). (23) 

Because (q,p) are in fact coordinates on R2n +1 there is a natural extension HE(q,p) of GE(q,p) to 
(N, W2n +1 IN) given by 

HE(q,p)=Ho(q,p)+tH1(q,p,t), (24) 

where H 0 is given by (5), and N is given by (6). The system (GE,T+ sn,w2n+2 I r+ sn) is now 
obtained by constraining the system (H\N,w2n+2 IN) tor+ sn. By LEMMA'S 10, 11, and 12 we may 
apply the constrained norma.Jization algorithm of § 3. 

When we are in case (ii) GE is singular at the collision set B given in § 4. Because normalization 
involves averagm· g over the orbits of X(; , we have to omit all the collision orbits of X(; , i.e. the orbits 

0 A 0 

passing through B. Therefore we consider (GE,T+ sn,w2n +2 1 T+ Sn) (notation as in§ 4). This system is 
obtained by constraining to T+ sn the system (H\ V, w2n +2 1 V), where HE is given in (24) and 
V=N -C2n. Again we may apply the constrained normalization algorithm to HE. 

Now suppose that we have obtained a normal form X for HE defined on W, where W is either N 
or V, using the constrained normalization algorithm. Then X = H 0 + t'.Jei . If cp is the normalizing sym
plectic transformation then '.JC1 = H 1 °cp. Because of the normalization algorithm, the restrictions of Xi 
and Ho to r+ sn n W commute under the Poisson bracket on (T+ sn n W,w2n +2 1 r+ sn n W). 

Because m is a symplectic diffeomorphism we obtain a normal form ~ = X om - 1 for KE. More pre

cisely ~=K0 +t% where % =K1°m 0 cp0 m- 1
• Notice that ~ is defined on m(T+ S~P n W). Going 

backwards through the pre-regularization process now gives a normal form for KE. 
We will illustrate the constrained normalization algorithm with two examples: (a) the lunar prob

lem which belongs to case (i); (b) the main problem of artificial satellite theory which belongs to case 
(ii). 
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6. NORMALIZATION OF THE LUNAR PROBLEM 

The name lunar problem stands for the three dimensional restricted three body problem (sun, earth, 
moon) when the value of the Jacobi constant is large. The primaries (sun, earth) have masses 1-11 

and 11, and the massless body (the moon) is assumed to be confined to move in the Hill's region of the 

body with mass 11 (the earth). ------
Following Kummer [4] this system can be formulated as a perturbed Kepler system on 

(M=(lll3 -{0})Xlll3,w6 IM) with Hamiltonian 

K(x,y)= ~ IY I 2- I; I -(x1Y2 -x2Y1)-(l-11)(3xy - Ix 12)+0( Ix I 3) (25) 

restricted to the energy surface K= - ~ k2f.-2, where f.<<k. Stretching variables according to 

X =11~~, y =f.-l1J, K=f.- 2K, t =Nold, 

where i\ = 11~, gives 

KA(~,.,,)= ~ I 'TJ 12 --m- -i\(~11/2 -~21J1)- ~ (l -11)i\2(3~1- I~ 12)+ 0(11-I i\4 ) (26) 

on KA=- ~k2 • 
Going through the pre-regularization process we obtain 

KA(~,.,,)= 2~ I~ I (I 'TJ 12 +k2)-i\ I ~I (~11/2 -~21/1)- ~ (l -11)i\2 I~ I (3~ -1~I2)+0(11-l i\4). (27) 

Applying the map m given by (11) gives 

HA(q,p)= IP I -i\ [ ! IP I (l-q4)(q1p2 -q1p2)] +i\2 [; <
1011

) IP I (q1p2 -q2pi)+ 

+ l. i!.=!i + 1-1!.=!i I I _ 1_.i!.=!i I I 3 -
2 k2 2 k2 p PI 2 k3 p q4 

3 i!.=!i 3 i!.=!i 3 2 3 i!.=!i I -2 k2 IP I (q1p4 -q4p1)q4 +1 k3 IP I q4 -2 k3 p I q4PI -

- ~ (l;,•l IP I 'ql] +oc.-'~'l. c2s1 

We consider this as a formal power series in i\, writing 

HA(q,p)=Ho(q,p)+i\H 1(q,p)+i\2H2(q,p)+0(11-I i\4), 

replacing IP I by Ho(q,p)=(lq 12 Ip l2-<q,p>2)'12. Notice that HA is smooth on N=lll8 -C8 (see 
(6)). The original system corresponds to the system (HA ,N, w8 IN) constrained to r+ S3 • 

We start our normalization process by computing the average H 1 of H 1. Because IP I (q 1p 2 -q2p 1) 

is an integral of Xn
0 

we only have to compute the average q4 of q4 • According to formula (2), 

q4 = ! fo,. (- ~ sin2t+cos2t)q4 +( ~ sin2t)p4dt=O. 

Consequently 

- 1 
H1(q,p)= -k IP l(q1p2-q2p1). (29) 

The generating function R (q,p) of the normalizing transformation expLAR (up to first order) is com
puted using (3). We have 
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R(q,p)= ! ( ! t Ip I (q,p,-q21'1) [<-: sin2t +cos2t)q, +(: sin2t)p4]d1 
1 1 f2., I d 1 I a 

=k IP l(q1p2-q2p1) 
2

'1T lo 2C--;;usinu+2ucosu)q4 +1(-,;usinu)p4du 

------
1 1 

=k IP l(q1p2-q2pi) 
2
h (dq4-ap4) 

1 <q,p>q4-lql 2P4 
= 2k IP l(q1p2-q2p1) (lq 12IP12-<q,p>2)'h 

1 IPl(q1p2-q2p1) 3 

= - 2k H ( ) -~(q;p4 -q4p;)q;. 
0 q,p 1=1 

(30) 

(31) 

=R(q,p)-R(q,p)=O. (32) 

Since {F1>R}IT+s3 ={F2,R}IT+s3 =0 the normalizing transformation expLA.R leaves r+s 3 

invariant. Thus we need not compute R. 
After the first order normalization the new second order term in the Hamiltonian is 

- l - l A 

H 2 =H2(q,p)+ {H t>R} +1{ {Ho,R},R} =H2(q,p)+ {H 1>R} +1{H1>R} , (33) 

A - - - -......A--
where H 1 =H1 -H1• To compute the average H 2 of H 2, we_compute H 2 , {HI>R}, and {HI>R}. 
We start with H 2 which is given in (28). The computation of H 2 comes down to finding the average 
ofp1>q4,q4p1>q~, and ql. As in the computation of HI> one hasp1 =q4=ql =O. It remains to 

compute q~, and q 4p 1 • To simplify the somewhat long formulas recall that 

Sij=q;pj-qjp;. 

Furthermore let 

and 

Q·= <q,p>qj-lq l2
Pi 

1 Ho(q,p) ' 

P·= <q,p>pj- IP l2
qi 

1 Ho(q,p) ' 

A= I q I =a'h ' 

B= IP I =b'h. 

In addition write 

(34) 
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D=<q,p>=d. 

Using (2) and (16) we have 

q,q;= ! ( [<-: sin2t+cos2t)q;+(: sin2t)p;l [<- ~ sin2t+cos2t)q;+(: •:2t)p; Jar 
l l 

=-zQ;Qj+-zq;qj. (35) 

Similarly 
- l I 
q;pj= --zQ;Pj+zq;pj. (36) 

From (35) and (36) we obtain qa and q 4p 1• Consequently H 2 is given by 

H ( )=l._ 1-v BS +l. 1-v B3 +1- 1-v B3Q2 +1- 1-v B3 2 + 
2 q,p 2 k2 14 2 k2 4 k3 4 4 k3 q4 

31-p 31-p 
+4kJBQ4P1 -4kJBq4p1 . (37) 

The next term to be computed is {Hi.R}. We find that 

- - 1 (q1p2 -q2pi)
2

Jp1
2 3 ·- 1 2 

{Hi.R}-
4
k 2 H( ) -~(q;p4-q4p;){JpJ,q;}-- 4k2 S12BP4. 

0 q,p 1=1 

3 - 3 

Since P 4 = ~ S;4p; and p; =O, P 4 = ~ S;4p; =O. Thus 
i=l i=l 

(38) 
l A A -

Finally we have to compute 2 { H 1,R}. Since H 1 = - H 1q4 we obtain 

I A l - l -
2{H1>R}= --z{Hi.R}q4--z{q4,R}H1 

- 1 2 1 2 . 1 1 2 2 2. 1 1 2 2~ 2 
---2 S12BP4q4---2 S12Q4p4---2 -H S12B Q4 +--2 -H S12B £..qi . 

8k 4k 4k 0 4k 0 i=l 

To compute ~ { H 1,R} we have to determine pa. As in the calculation of (35) and (36), we obtain 

- l l 
pa =-zPa +-zpa. (39) 

A short calculation gives 

J_A _l 1 2 _!_ _!_ 1 1 32..12..12 
2 {H1>R}- 8k2 Ho BDSu(- 2 Q4P4+ 2q4p4)- 8k2 Ho B Su{z Q4 + 2q4)+ 

l l 22l2 l2 11 2 l l 
+--2 -H A S12(-zP4 +-zp4)---2 -H DSu(--zQ4P 4 +-zq4p4)+ 

4k 0 4k 0 

1 1 422..12..12 1 1 22 2 _!_ _!_ 
---2-3A B S12(zP4+zp4)+--2-3A B DS12(-2Q4P4+zq4p4)-

4k H0 2k H0 

(40) 
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Taking the, average of (33) yields 
-:;-- - I --=-A --
H 2(q,p) = H 2(q,p) + 2 { H 1 ,R} 

A 

where H 2 and {Hi.R} are given by (37) and (40). Notice that on r+ S3 we have the following 
equalities ________ 

Qj I r+ s3 = - 1i I , Pj I r+ s3 = - IP I qj . 

Thus 

-=-- 3 1-v 3 1-v I 1-v 
H2(q,p)IT+s3=(27+4f;3)lp l(q1p4-q4p1)+27IP 13 + 

+ ! 1;;/ IP l<IP 1
2
qa +pa)- 16~2(q1p2-q2pii<IP1 2qa +pa)+ 

I 21 I 1 I 2 I 12 2 2 + 4k2 (q1p2-q2p1) p - 8k21PT(q1p2-q2p1) ( p q4 +p4). 

Using the fact that on r+ S 3 we have the relations 

IPl 21r+s3= ~ (q;pj-qjp;f=FO, 
J,.;i<j-..:4 

and 
3 

(IP I 2qa +pa) I r+ s 3 = ~ (qkP4 -q4Pk)2 , (see [I], page 137) 
k=I 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

we find that the normal form H1 +H2 on r+ S3 is equal to a smooth function in the quadratic func

tions sij defined in (17). On r+ S 3 consider the Ho level set corresponding to IP I =L =!.Applying 

the inverse of Moser's regularization map and the inverse of the pre-regularization process gives the 
I 

normal form for the lunar problem to second order on the K0 = -2k2 level set. 

7. THE MAIN PROBLEM OF ARTIFICIAL SATELLITE THEORY 

In this section we discuss the main problem of artificial satellite theory. This is the problem in which 
a point mass moves subject to the gravitational forces of an oblate sphere. In the perturbation term of 
the potential due to the oblateness only the dominant term is taken into account. 

According to Deprit ([3], page 114, 130 ) the Hamiltonian of the main problem of artificial satellite 
theory in Whittaker coordinates (r, O,v,R, 0,N) is 

M =-(R2 +-)-n N-= l-t:(-)2(1--s2cos20) I 0
2 

"·[ a 3 l 
2 r2 e r r 4 

(44) 

Assuming 0=FO we may eliminate the parallax.. In mixed Whittaker and Delaunay variables, the latter 
given by (l,g,h,L,G,H), (44) becomes 

M=M0,0 + e: ~ 4 [~] 2

n ~ e2
j ~ M:.j,k(s2)s2kcos2kg. (45) 

r n;;>J n · P O,.;j,.;'hn o,.;k,.;j 

where M:,j,k(s 2) are the inclination polynomials ([3], page 137,138), and 
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Mo,o=; (R2 + ~:) -7-neN=Mo-neN 

is the Kepler Hamiltonian M 0 with added constant - neN. After using the identities 0 = G and 

p = G
2 

and rearranging the terms, the Hamiltonian ( 45) takes the form ~ 
µ 

M =Mo+ G: ~ ~ [!E!:..G ]
2
n ~ Pn,/e2,s2)(es sing)2j, (46) 

r n ;;.o n · O<,j .;;;}h.n 

where the eccentricity-inclination polynomials P n,j are given in table I for n ..;;;4. 

Table I. Eccentricity-inclination polynomials 

P 1,0 = Mi,o,o (sL) 
• 2 2[ * 2 2 • 2] P2,o =M2,o,o(s )+e M1,1,o(s )+s M1,1,1 (s ) 

- • 2 P2,1 - -M2,1,1 (s ) 
• 2 2[ • 2 2 • 2) 

P3,o=M3,o,o(s )+e M3,1,o(s )+s M3,1,1(s) 
• 2 

P3,1 = -2M3,1,1 (s ) . 
• 2 2[. 2 2 • 2) 

P 4,o =M4,o,o(s )+e M4,1,o(s )+s M4,1,1 (s ) 

4( • 2 2 • 2 4 • 2) 
+e M4,2,o(s )+s M4,2,1 (s )+s M4,2,2(s ) 

• 2 2[. 2 2 2) P 4,1 = -2M4,1,1 (s )-2e M4,2,1 (s )+4s M4,2,2(s ) 
• 2 

P 4,2 =SM 4,2,2 (s ) 

Let J = (J 1,J 2 ,J 3) and A =(A 1,A 2 ,A 3) be the angular momentum and Laplace vectors for the 

Kepler problem when n =3. We have the following relations 

2 
M - _ _K_ G2 =J21 +J22 +J32 ' G2s2 =J21 +J22 ' 

o- 2L2 ' 

H=J3, es sing=A3, L2e2=L2-(Jr +J~ +Jj). (47) 

Using (47) we may express the Delaunay variables 1n (46) in terms of L, and the components of J and 

A. Thus the Hamiltonian of the main problem after elimination of the parallax has the form 

KE(I:. )=K (I:. )+t: Ki(~;l],t:) (48) 
s,'IJ o s,'IJ l~l 2 ' 

where K0(~,'IJ) is the Kepler Hamiltonian (4) and {K0,Ki}=O, because K 1 is a smooth formal power 

series in l;,Ai, i = 1,2,3, and L which are integrals of XK.· 

Recall that for t:=O we consider only those orbits whose total energy is negative. Because after reg

ularization the perturbation term in (48) can not be extended to a smooth function on r+ S3 we must 

consider those orbits of the unperturbed Kepler system with nonzero angular momentum. After pre

regularization ( 48) becomes 

KE(~,11)= 2~ l~l<l11! 2 +k2)+t: kKi1~i'IJ,t:). (49) 

Applying Moser's diffeomorphism m to ~ yields a Hamiltonian system {G\ T+ S3 ,w2n +21 T+ S3). 

Here 
A A A 

G'(q,p)=Go(q,p)+t:F(q,p)G1(q,p,t:), (50) 



Consider the polynomials Sij = q;pj-qjp; on R8
• On G0 1 (L) !;;;; R8

, where L = f, we have 

J1om =S23' J2om =S13' J3om =S12. 
I I I 

A1om=-LS14' A2om=-LS24' A3om=-LS34. 
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(51.1) 

(51.2) 

We consider these as smooth functions on T+ 83 instead of G0 1 (L ). Because K 1 is a smooth function 
of L, J;, A;, i=l,2,3, it follows that G1 is a smooth function of S;jlT+83

, l~i<j~4. Because 
Moser's map m is a symplectic diffeomorphism from (T+ 83 ,w8 IT+ 83) onto 
((R3 -{0})XR3)-m(C6 n r+ S3) with symplectic form equal to the restriction of w6 , G1 is a formal 
power series integral of X(;

0 
I T+ 83 • 

We may now apply the constrained normalization process on the Hamiltonian system 
(H\ V,w8 IV), where V=R8-Cs nc6, and H€ is given by. 

H'(q,p)=Ho(q,p)+£F(q)H1(q,p,£), (52) 

with H 0(q,p)=(i q 12 Ip1 2-<q,p > 2)
1

'\F(q)=(i q I -q4r 1, and H1 the smooth extension of G1 to 
A 

V defined by H 1 = G i(Sij I V, £). ~ote that H 1 is a smooth formal power series integral of XH
0 

and 
that H• is a smooth extension of G•. -- -To compute the constrained normal form for H' we have to compute F·H 1 = F·H 1• Using (2) and 
(16) we obtain 

F= ! ( [•" -[(- : sin21 +cos2t)q, -<: sin2t)p,J r dt 

I 2w [ d a~ q4 i-I =--,12- f I+(-~-q4--h p4)sinv-\fcosv dv. 
2'1Ta lo a h a 

(53) 

If we let 

·= [< .:h q,- ·: p,)'+ >ir. (54) 

and choose x so that 

- q4 - . d a~ 
ecosx= a~ , esmx= a~h q4 --,;-p4, (55) 

then (53) becomes 

a'12F=-1-J,2
"' dv. 

2.,, 0 1-ecos(v +x) 
(56) 

Before we compute (56) we digress to show that e is a smooth extension of e0 m, where e is the exen
tricity defined in (47). On Q=G0 1(L)-(C6 nr+s3)!;;;;T+83 the integrals 
lq 12 =a, IP 12 =b, <q,p>=d, H 0 =h of XH. on V take the values I, L 2

, 0, and L respec
tively. Therefore 

e2 IQ=( : 2 pa + ! q~)I Q= 12 <IP l2qa +pa) IQ 

(57) 

Here we have used (43). The following argument shows that on V the function e takes values in [0,1). 
Since 
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q4(v) _ H
0 

• q4 _-

I I 
-(cfl'hv) -

1 
-

1 
-ecos(v +x) 

q(v) q 

it follows that e = 1 if and only if for some ii E [O, 27T] q 4 (ii)= I q (ii) 1, that is if and only if 
q 1(ii)=q2(ii)=q3(ii)=O and q4(ii)>O. But then (q(ii),p(ii)) lies on C6 and consequently it does not lie 
in V. Therefore the integrand of (56) is defined. We have ·------

'h - 1 (2., 1 1 j 2.,+x 1 
a F=-1, dv=- du= 

271" 0 1-ecos(v +x) 271" x 1-ecosu 

- _l_J,2., 1 du= 1 (58) 
- 271" 0 1-ecosu ~ 

By LEMMA 7 we obtain the normalizing transformation expL,R (see also LEMMA 2 and THEOREM 8) 
where 

and 

F=..!.. f'1Tt(cp~0 )*(F-Fydt 
7T Jo 

(59) 

It remains to calculate F. Using (58) and (59) we find that 

a'h F= 2~ fo2., t [ 1-eco:(t +x) - b ldt 

=-1-J,2., t +x dt _...x_ J,2., 1 dt - 7T 
271" o 1-ecos(t +x) 271" 0 1-ecos(t +x) ~ 

= _l_f 2'1T+x u du - x+7T 
271" x 1-ecosu ~ 

but 

_l_j2.,+x u du =-1- (J° + J,2., + J2.,+x) u du 
271" x 1 - ecosu 271" x 0 2., 1 - ecosu 

=-1 (J° + J,2"') u du +-1 J,x v +27T dv 
271" x o 1-ecosu 271" 0 1-ecos(v +27T) 

= _1 J,2., u du + J,x 1 du 
271" o 1 - ecosu 0 1 - ecosu 

= 7T + 2 tan- I [ [ 1 + e l 'h tan A] . 
~ v'1-e2 1-e 2 

Therefore on V 

a'h F= 2 
tan- 1 [ [ 

1 +e ]'h tanX]- x 
~ 1-e 2 ~ 

(60) 

This completes the computations. 

Note that because e2 = -1i-<sr4 + S~4 + sj4) on r+ S3 we find that the restriction of our normal 
L 

form to r+ S3 is a smooth function in the sij I T+ S3 . 
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